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I tried to find function for that in Google
but it was not successful. I have also
tried Replace as Substring in excel.

Thanks in advance. A: In Excel, you can
use a combination of SUBSTITUTE and
INDIRECT to do what you want. Here's

a sample: Sub Demo() Dim cell As
Range Dim SrcString As String Dim

SubstituteString As String SrcString =
"If one day I will retire" SubstituteString

= " one " For Each cell In
Range("A1:A3") cell.Value = Applicatio
n.WorksheetFunction.Substitute(SrcStri

ng, SubstituteString, cell.Value) Next
cell MsgBox "Substituted text in cells

A1:A3 are" & vbNewLine & SrcString
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& _ vbNewLine & "Now have text " &
cell.Text SrcString = "Reprinted:"

SubstituteString = " " For Each cell In
Range("A1:A3") cell.Value = Applicatio
n.WorksheetFunction.Substitute(SrcStri

ng, SubstituteString, cell.Value) Next
cell MsgBox "Substituted text in cells

A1:A3 are" & vbNewLine & SrcString
& _ vbNewLine & "Now have text " &
cell.Text End Sub This sample produces

the following output: Q: Short story
about the beginning of the universe? I
read a story some time ago in which a

man uncovers an old time capsule after
an excavation and discovers that the

information on the casing dates to the
beginning of the universe. The message
is mostly about time and the motions of
the sun, of which the message is rather
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sparse and primitive, but the main
message is about the sun and how it must

have been at the beginning of the
universe. A: This may be William J.
Watkins, The Black Sun (1938). The
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(2367, 'title'); if ($result->num_rows > 0) { $row = $result->fetch_assoc(); } else { echo "0
results"; } $json=json_encode($row); ?> foreach($result as $key=>$value) {

$mynewarray[]=$row; } $result->close(); ?> EDIT 2: I removed the last line, if
($result->num_rows > 0) { $row = $result->fetch_assoc(); } else { echo "0 results"; } Now the

foreach part of code works properly and I get what I want and it looks like so. Thank you all for
your help, It goes like this: foreach($result as $key=>$value) { $row=array(); foreach($result as
$key1=>$value1) { $row[]=$value1; } $mynewarray[]=$row; } A: What you need to do is call
close() on the object, which will close the cursor for you. foreach($result as $key=>$value) {

$row=array(); foreach($result as $key1=>$value1) { $row[]=$value1; } $mynewarray[]=$row; }
$result->close(); That's assuming you are getting a result object back as you have in your code

currently. It looks like you may have taken your modified code from here? If you still have issues
you can debug your $result->num_rows output to see what's going on in PHP. Alternatively, you
could log it to the screen with a print statement, so you could see the behaviour of the query you

are running. The cold is coming. To celebrate the winter’s arrival and the return of the festive
season, here is our guide to the best Christmas games on iOS. Now available on iPhone, iPad and

Apple TV, The Christmas Time is Here is a real-time strategy 3e33713323
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